Gastric residual volume measurement in British neonatal intensive care units: a survey of practice
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ABSTRACT

Objective Despite little evidence, the practice of routine gastric residual volume (GRV) measurement to guide enteral feeding in neonatal units is widespread. Due to increased interest in this practice, and to examine trial feasibility, we aimed to determine enteral feeding and GRV measurement practices in British neonatal units.

Design and setting An online survey was distributed via email to all neonatal units and networks in England, Scotland and Wales. A clinical nurse, senior doctor and dietitian were invited to collaboratively complete the survey and submit a copy of relevant guidelines.

Results 95/184 (51.6%) approached units completed the survey, 81/95 (85.3%) reported having feeding guidelines and 28 guidelines were submitted for review. The majority of units used intermittent (90/95) gastric feeds as their primary feeding method. 42/95 units reported specific guidance for measuring and interpreting GRV. 20/90 units measured GRV before every feed, 39/90 at regular time intervals (most commonly four to six hourly 35/39) and 26/90 when felt to be clinically indicated. Most units reported uncertainty on the utility of aspirate volume for guiding feeding decisions; 13/90 reported that aspirate volume affected decisions ‘very much’. In contrast, aspirate colour was reported to affect decisions ‘very much’ by 37/90 of responding units. Almost half, 44/90, routinely returned aspires to the stomach.

Conclusions Routine GRV measurement is part of standard practice in British neonatal units, although there was inconsistency in how frequently to measure or how to interpret the aspirate. Volume was considered less important than colour of the aspirate.

INTRODUCTION

The gastric residual volume (GRV) is the volume of the entire stomach contents, obtained by aspiration with a syringe in order to assess feeding tolerance. It provides information on the volume and colour of fluid, and is distinct from the aspiration of a small amount of fluid for pH testing to confirm feeding tube position. There is a paucity of evidence to support routine measurement of GRV to direct and guide enteral feeding, and the practice is increasingly being questioned in neonatal units. For many clinicians, however, this parameter is a fundamental part of the definition and diagnosis of feed intolerance. The rationale for routinely measuring GRV in the neonatal setting is for the early identification of necrotising enterocolitis (NEC) and prevention of complications such as vomiting or aspiration, by withholding or reducing feed volumes. Routine measurement could, however, cause harm, for example, through direct injury of the gastric mucosa, discarding gastric juices, medications and hormones, and by delaying enteral feeding and prolonging parenteral nutrition. Furthermore, measurement of GRV has been shown to be inaccurate and affected by the position of the baby and the

What is known about the subject?

- The gastric residual volume (GRV) is the volume of the entire stomach contents, obtained by aspiration with a syringe in order to assess feeding tolerance.
- It is unclear if the routine measurement of GRV is beneficial or harmful in preterm infants.
- Those who routinely measure GRV are attempting to identify necrotising enterocolitis early and aim to prevent complications by withholding or reducing feed volumes.

What this study adds?

- This study demonstrates mixed practice for residual volume measurements across neonatal units in Britain.
- Aspirate colour was reported as affecting decisions more often in comparison to residual volume.
- A randomised trial appears feasible in Great Britain given the variation in practice and willingness of respondents to randomise to measuring or not measuring.
tube, hence it is not a useful surrogate marker for delayed gastric emptying in premature infants.11–14

In this study, we aimed to identify current practice around GRV measurement in Great Britain. In addition, we sought to delineate enteral feeding practices in UK neonatal units in relation to GRV, and to identify a ‘control arm’ for a future trial comparing no routine GRV measurement (the intervention) to routine GRV measurement using this and work published elsewhere.

METHODS

A survey instrument was developed by the research team to explore current practices around GRV measurement and general enteral feeding practices in neonatal units. The intention was to use these survey findings alongside a review of neonatal unit guidelines to establish current practice. A 10-item closed question survey (tick-box responses) with optional free text response and nine open-ended questions was developed by the researchers. The survey was piloted for face validity with 10 staff (doctors, dietitians, nurses). Minor wording adjustments were made to improve clarity, before the 19-item survey (online supplementary material) was entered onto the survey platform and retested by the study team.

The survey focused on three domains: general enteral feeding and nutrition practices in the respondents’ unit, the GRV measurement technique used in the respondents’ unit and clinical management in response to GRV. The survey invitation requested that a senior doctor, a clinical nurse and a dietitian complete a response to GRV. The survey invitation requested that a senior doctor, a clinical nurse and a dietitian complete the survey collaboratively and submit one response per unit, and requested that any relevant written guidelines or protocols be submitted. Unit name was collected, to target non-responders and check for duplicates; three reminders were sent to maximise response rates. Our target response rate was 70%.

All National Health Service neonatal units in England, Scotland and Wales were approached during May and June 2018 using email invitations directed at 184 neonatal teams (some neonatal teams cover multiple neonatal units) sent through a national research collaboration, UK Neonatal Collaborative (UKNC), and a multidisciplinary professional network, the Neonatal Nutrition Network. Units in Northern Ireland were not contacted as they are not part of the UKNC. Study data were collected and managed using REDCap electronic data capture tools hosted at the University of Liverpool.15 Data were summarised using descriptive statistics for quantitative data and a mix of thematic and content analysis for qualitative free text data.16 17 Following this, the neonatal unit guidelines were reviewed and summarised.

Patient and public involvement

There was no direct patient or public involvement in the work presented in this manuscript as it involved surveying clinicians on their clinical practice. Other aspects of the research not reported here had substantial input as they involved qualitative interviews and consensus gathering.18

RESULTS

Ninety-five of 184 (51.6%) neonatal units in the UK excluding Northern Ireland completed the survey (tables 1 and 2). These consisted of 40 neonatal intensive care units (NICU), 42 local neonatal units (LNU) and 13 special care baby units (SCBU) giving response rates of 71.4%, 47.2% and 33.3% of the NICUs, LNUs and SCBUs, respectively. Seventeen of a possible 18 NICUs caring for both surgical and medical patients responded, as did 23 NICUs caring for medical cases only. LNUs and SCBUs do not provide early postoperative care in the UK.

Survey responses were received from senior doctors (81/95, 85.3%), nurses (51/95, 53.7%) and dietitians (9/95, 9.5%). Most (81/95, 85.3%) responding units reported written enteral feeding guidance and 28 unit or local neonatal network guidelines were sent to the author (online supplementary table 2). Enteral feeding was typically delivered intermittently (90/95, 94.7%) rather than continuously (5/95, 5.3%). Forty-two of 95 units (44.2%) reported having written guidance for measurement and interpretation of GRVs. Ninety units answered questions about the management of non-surgical babies. When asked about how often GRV is measured, 20/90 units (22.2%) measured aspirates before every feed, 26/90 (28.9%) when it was felt to be clinically indicated and 39/90 (43.3%) measured GRV at regular time intervals (most commonly four to six hourly 35/39 (89.7%), but all more frequent than once per day). One unit had no guidelines on this, and 4/90 (4.4%) reported that they did not measure GRV. Ninety open text responses were received to the question ‘Are Gastric Residual Volume measured for all babies, or just below a set gestational age/birth weight criterion (under 1500 g at birth). Online supplementary table 1 presents the responses.

Among units that reported having written GRV measurement guidance, 13/39 (33.3%) indicated that the guidance was ‘always’, and 17/39 (38.6%) ‘usually’ followed; however, free text responses suggested that practice was ‘very variable depending on the nurse looking after the baby’ (Unit 3, surgical and medical unit). The bedside nurse most commonly made decisions in relation to GRV results, 56/90 (62.2%), followed by middle grade doctors, 41/90 (45.6%), and the senior nurse in charge of shift, 26/90 (28.9%).

Responding units had mixed views on how useful the volume of the aspirate was for guiding feeding decisions (figure 1); just 13/90 (14.4%) of units reporting that...
volume affected clinical decision-making ‘very much’ and the most frequent response was an intermediate score. The colour of the aspirate was felt to be more important: 37/90 (41.1%) of units reporting that colour influenced clinical decisions ‘very much’ and this was the most frequent response. More detail was obtained from 74 open text responses to this question. A large volume of aspirate was commonly described as a concern, which would often lead to a clinical review of a baby’s condition and subsequent consideration of the amount of milk the baby is receiving. The threshold for prompting a feeding review was reported to vary. Some units stated that aspirates over 50% of the feed would ‘prompt a review’ (Unit 8, NICU surgical and medical), while others stated ‘>25% of feed given in previous 6 hours’ (Unit 18, NICU medical only), if exceeds ’25% of the previous 4 hours’ feed volume’ (Unit 22, NICU medical only) or ‘If >25% of the feed volume given since the last assessment was made’ (Unit 25, NICU medical only).

Almost half, 44/90 (48.9%), routinely returned aspirates to the stomach. Seventy-two nurses gave reasons for seeking medical advice: 55/72 (76.4%) cited increased or large volume GRVs, 52/72 (72.2%) cited bilious colour of the residual, or a change in colour. Other reasons were blood-stained aspirates 16/72 (22.2%), concerns about condition of the baby, such as desaturations 16/72 (22.2%), abdominal distention 11/72 (15.3%) and vomiting 5/72 (6.9%). In free text responses, units stated that a dark or bilious colour would ‘trigger medical review [by a] Middle Grade or Consultant’ (Unit 22, NICU medical only), while some described how feeds would be stopped: ‘Green aspirate—assess baby and feeds withheld’ (Unit 60, LNU).

Guideline analysis (online supplementary table 2) revealed that 19 of 28 (67.8%) guidelines specified a volume of aspirate at which to consider stopping feeds using a defined proportion of the previous feed. Six guidelines specified this threshold as 25% or more of the previous feed, eight guidelines specified 50% or more, while five guidelines used a level between these. Fourteen guidelines mentioned the bilious green colouring of GRV being an indication to stop enteral feeds, while five mentioned blood staining as being important. Vomiting and abdominal distension were also considered important for guiding management being mentioned by 13 and 12 guidelines, respectively.

**DISCUSSION**

The results of this survey confirm mixed practice in neonatal units across the UK for both monitoring GRV and in how findings are used to make decisions about enteral feeding. This survey also identifies that around half of British neonatal units use GRV as a parameter to guide enteral feeding advancement. Health professionals’ views around the importance of the volume compared with the colour of the GRV were inconsistent and importance was defined at different thresholds. Aspirate colour was cited more often as important than volume of gastric residuals; however, the importance of aspirate colour was inconsistent; some unit guidelines
specified actions based on bilious or blood staining of the secretions whereas others did not mention them, and many unit guidelines referred to not returning aspirates that were bilious (green) or bloody (red) in colour. Change in aspirate colour was viewed as a potential indicator of NEC in preterm neonates in this survey, but this and many aspects of residual evaluation are unsubstantiated by high-quality evidence.5

The mixed views elicited on interpreting volume are consistent with the paucity of evidence for routine GRV measurement, and support randomised trials to assess whether aspirating the stomach contents is a useful practice.4 7 9  Such a trial is also supported by a recently published Cochrane review.1 Although it might be beneficial to stop measuring GRV in neonatal units, some health professionals believe their measurement can help identify NEC earlier despite the absence of evidence to support this presumption. Recent results from small studies involving preterm infants suggest that not measuring GRV is not associated with an increase in the risk of NEC and might reduce the time to achieve full enteral feeds3 4 9 19; however, these studies were under-powered to detect even large relative differences in rare outcomes like NEC. Adequate power to definitively assess NEC would require a trial of thousands of participants rather than the 230 randomised participants studied to date.23 Routine monitoring of GRV does however add to nursing workload and may lead to other direct harms to the infant. Given the widespread use of this practice, a future trial would need to demonstrate the safety of both routinely monitoring and not monitoring GRV. Further details of the proposed trial are published elsewhere (NIHR HTA journal in press).

The routine measurement of GRV is based on the presumption that GRVs are an accurate representation of the residual gastric contents. Laboratory-based simulation studies undermine this presumption, however, by demonstrating that GRV inaccurately measures gastric contents.20 21 The GRV obtained is widely influenced by a number of factors such as the syringe size, gastric tube size and material, aspiration pressure, viscosity of aspirate and both the position of the tube tip in the stomach and of the neonate.22 Furthermore, when decision-making is based on volume, clinicians fail to consider the impact of gastric secretions produced during the digestion process.23

This study has limitations. First, as with any survey, responses may not reflect actual practice. However, we were able to obtain a summary of what ought to happen by reviewing unit guidelines. Second, it is a weakness of the study that there were low responses from the smaller neonatal units. The results might therefore over-represent the views of larger NICU units. Third, we asked an open rather than a closed question to seek detail on which babies (in terms of gestation, birth weight or conditions) have residual volumes measured which made the data hard to analyse. Further details were obtained in related research and have been published elsewhere (NIHR HTA journal in press).

CONCLUSIONS
The routine and frequent measurement of GRV is embedded in enteral feeding practice and guidelines in British neonatal units, despite a lack of evidence and questionable accuracy of this parameter. For many units, GRV is integral to the assessment of feed tolerance/intolerance with bilious colouring of the aspirate and presence of blood being considered important. This study has identified current practice around GRV measurement in British neonatal units, and supports examination of the benefits and harms of GRV in an adequately powered randomised controlled trial.

Table 2 Survey results—general feeding practices for all babies (n=95)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Units had written feeding guidelines/protocol.</td>
<td>81 (85.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard NG feeds were intermittent bolus (not continuous).</td>
<td>90 (94.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There was specific guidance about how gastric residual volume should be measured and interpreted—for example, a protocol or guideline.</td>
<td>42 (44.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NG, nasogastric; NICU, neonatal intensive care unit.

Figure 1 Perceived importance of aspirate volume and colour for making feeding decisions.
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